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Abstract: Several materials science type  research topics are described in which 
advantageous use of crystal symmetry considerations has been helpful in ferreting the 
essential elements of dislocation behavior in determining material properties or for 
characterizing crystal/polycrystalline structural relationships; for example: (1) the 
mechanical strengthening produced by a symmetrical bicrystal grain boundary; (2) 
cleavage crack formation at the intersection within a crystal of symmetrical dislocation 
pile-ups; (3) symmetry aspects of anisotropic crystal indentation hardness measurements; 
(4) x-ray diffraction topography imaging of dislocation strains and subgrain boundary 
misorientations; and (5) point and space group aspects of twinning.   Several applications 
are described in relation to the strengthening of grain boundaries in nanopolycrystals and 
of multiply-oriented crystal grains in polysilicon photovoltaic solar cell materials. A 
number of crystallographic aspects of the different topics are illustrated with a 
stereographic method of presentation.     

Keywords: plastic flow stress; crystal slip systems; dislocation pile-ups; grain boundaries; 
cross-slip; cleavage cracks; indentation hardness; twinning; polycrystals; x-ray diffraction 
topography; stereographic projections 

 

1. Introduction 

Neumann’s Principle, stating that the symmetry elements of a crystal property must follow the same 
directional characteristics associated with the point group of the crystal structure [1], is shown here to 
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be usefully connected in a number of instances with the lattice structure dependent behavior of crystal 
dislocations that play a major role in determining the physical and mechanical properties of materials, 
say compared to specification of the intrinsic lattice character of the elastic constant tensor. 

  
A first dislocation example is provided by the weak piezoelectric effect induced in plastically-bent 

NaCl (rocksalt) crystals after insertion of a cumulative dislocation structure [2].  Figure 1 illustrates the 
modeled dislocation structure as inverted T’s created by plastic bending around the [001] direction 
crystal axis.  Dislocations of the same sign are produced in both the tension and compression surface 
layers.  The net effect is modeled with multiple Burgers vector dislocations [2].  The average 
trapezoidal structure of the bent crystal makes it eligible for being piezoelectric according to the 
Neumann Principle whereas the detailed characteristics of the weakly-piezoelectric behavior are 
understood in terms of the displacement of the electrically-charged dislocation structure.  

 
     Figure 1.  Model description of the residual (inverted T’s) dislocation structure introduced   
     within a plastically-bent NaCl (rocksalt) crystal to produce  a weak piezoelectric character [2].     
 

                                          
 
A further example that is to be described in detail in the present report is shown in the transmission 

image of polarized light shown in Fig. 2.  In this case, an aligned diamond pyramid microhardness 
indentation has been impressed into an (001) LiF crystal surface in such manner that the indenter 
diagonal directions were aligned along the cube <100> directions of the crystal.  The slightly convex 
shape of the otherwise square projection of the residual hardness impression is seen in white outline at 
the center of the symmetrical image pattern of polarized light transmitted through both the indentation 
and much larger surrounding region of plastic deformation.   As will be discussed in relation to a 
number of observations to be made concerning crystal hardness properties, the plastic deformation 
structure in this case, and in some other cases associated with consequent cleavage cracking, are 
intimately dependent on the edge or screw type character of the induced dislocation network remaining 
within the residual deformation zone [3].  A number of other materials science type examples are also 
to be described in the present report involving extension of crystal dislocation model considerations to 
selected symmetry aspects of polycrystal and polyphase material structures. 
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         Figure 2. Polarized light image transmitted through a LiF crystal after impressing the 
         central white-lined residual diamond pyramid indentation with aligned diagonal edges [3].    
 
 

 
 
 

2. Deformation of symmetrical aluminum bicrystals 
 

The first half of the 20th century was taken up with investigation of the plastic deformation 
properties of single crystals, for example, as described in an early account given by Schmid and Boas 
for both metal and mineral crystal systems [4] and also featuring measurements of crystal anisotropic 
elastic constant coefficients.  The latter part of the century began with reports of the strength 
dependence of polycrystalline steel on the inverse square root of average grain diameter [5].  An early 
experiment designed to assess the crystal/polycrystal connection [6] is characterized in Fig. 3 [7]. 

 
Figure 3. Symmetrical Al bicrystal deformation experiment favoring a single slip system [7].  
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Clark and Chalmers [6] devised the symmetrical bicrystal experiment for investigation of the 

simplest case of dislocation slip being hampered in penetrating a single “grain” boundary obstacle.  
The experiment is illustrated on the left side of Fig. 3 [7].  On the right side of the figure, attention is 
given to the need for cross-slip to occur to relieve the local strain at the boundary.   Figure 4 provides a 
stereographic method of analysis for tracking the cross-slip required because of the mis-match of slip 
penetrations coming from independently activated slip systems on either side of the boundary [7]. 

 
Figure 4. Stereographic projection of rotated Al bicrystal orientations for slip deformations [7]. 

 
 

 
 

In Fig. 4, one is looking down from the tensile axis (TA) direction onto the centered bicrystal 
boundary seen as the equatorial diameter of the great circle tied to the crystal orientation.  An initial 
(bi)crystal orientation had been chosen such that the (-1-1-1) slip plane normal is shown at 45° to the 
TA on the left equatorial position and the primary [0-11] slip direction is on the right side of the 
equator, also at 45°.  The various TA positions for different bicrystal boundary misorientations, whose 
deformation properties were investigated at rotations of ±15, ±20 and ±30° are marked on the small 
circle axis positions above and below the equator. Very interestingly, double slip is predicted to occur 
with addition of the (-1-11) slip plane and [0-1-1] slip direction for the one crystal at the symmetrical 
TA position of -15° rotation and to produce consequent added strain hardening because of double slip 
occurring and causing subordination of the grain boundary hardening effect.  A modern account of 
such aluminum bicrystal deformations that was forced within the confinement of a channel die has 
been given in terms of a finite element model and a need at larger boundary misorientations for 
dislocation pile-ups to produce changes in orientation accompanying the plastic deformation [8].   
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 In fact, aluminum is now known to produce the weakest influence of grain boundaries on 

strengthening of any polycrystalline material [9].  A compilation of so-called Hall-Petch reciprocal 
square root of grain size dependent strength measurements made on many aluminum materials of 
differing purity had been reported by Wyrzykowski and Grabski who also raised the issue of grain 
boundary diffusivity for relaxation of local grain boundary straining [10].  Otherwise, the principal 
reason for needed stress concentrations in the grain boundary regions of aluminum and other face-
centered cubic metals is traced in Figs. 3 and 4 to the need for cross-slip to occur at the tips of 
dislocation pile-ups in order to assist also in providing continuity of strains at the boundary interfaces 
[11].  The (1-1-1) plane normal cross-slip positions are shown for several TA axis positions relative to 
the primary slip system in Fig. 4 while the manner in which such cross-slip compensates in part for 
strain incompatibility is shown schematically in Fig. 3.   Aluminum has a very low resolved shear 
stress for cross-slip because of its high stacking fault energy. 

 
3. Cleavage cracking produced by symmetrical dislocation pile-ups   

 
Iron and steel materials, for which the Hall-Petch relation had initially been established, provide an 

opposite case from aluminum of a very strong grain size dependence for the yield point behavior and 
even greater for the cleavage fracture stress [12, 13], typical of body-centered cubic (bcc) materials.  In 
connection with a report on the grain size dependence of cleavage fracturing, a breakthrough 
explanation was provided by Cottrell of such cleavages occurring at the crystal lattice scale in steel and 
related bcc metals and alloys [14].  Slip at symmetrically intersecting dislocation pile-ups was 
proposed to produce a crack-initiating sessile dislocation in accordance with the vector relation 

 
(a/2)[1-1-1](110) + (a/2)[1-1-1](1-10) = a[100][001]                                                                             (1) 
 

In equation (1), mixed dislocations of Burgers vector b = (a/2)[1-1-1] on the (110) slip plane and 
(a/2)[1-1-1] on the (1-10) slip plane meet along the [001] direction of the plane intersections and 
combine to form an edge dislocation of Burgers vector (a)[100].  The reacted edge dislocation, being 
immobile on the potential (010) plane that is normally not a slip plane in the bcc lattice, is taken to be 
the nucleus for cracking on the established {100} cleavage plane of the bcc lattice. 
 
     Despite the finally reacted dislocation being of lower energy than the sum of the individual reactant 
dislocations, it has been presumed that the reaction is forced to occur by coupled dislocation pile-ups 
pushing from behind on the respective {110} slip planes.  Chou, Garofalo and Whitmore made use of 
the symmetrical disposition of the slip systems and dislocation Burgers vectors in computing the pile-
up stress characteristics associated with the requirement of cleavage fracturing [15].  The crystal elastic 
anisotropy was taken into account in the computations.  An appreciably reduced number of pile-up 
dislocations on each slip system was found to be necessary for cleavage to occur.  Antolovich and 
Findley have re-examined the model to establish that a repulsive obstacle stress is overcome in 
forming the (a)[100] crack nucleus [16].  Armstrong and Antolovich have reported on the model 
consideration when small numbers of dislocations might be involved in the pile-ups, for example, in 
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the case of nanopolycrystalline materials where the slip plane lengths are restricted to nanoscale 
dimensions [17].  Under such circumstance, it was shown that the normal large-dislocation-number 
effect of equivalence between a dislocation pile-up and a continuum-type shear crack ceases to be 
valid.  The computation was proposed as an explanation of cleavage cracking not being found in the 
fracturing of nanopolycrystalline iron material [18].   
 
4. Symmetry aspects of crystal microhardness indentations 
 
      Illustration of the broader application of Cottrell’s model explanation for plastically-induced 
cleavage is demonstrated schematically in Fig. 5 for 4-fold crack initiations occurring along the 
diagonal directions just outside of the corners of aligned microhardness indentations put into the (001) 
surface of an MgO crystal [19].  The dislocation reaction leading to such otherwise unfavorable {110} 
plane cracking had been described by Keh, Li and Chou [20] in an analogous manner to that described 
by Chou et al. [15].  In this case, the crack-forming reactions occur on juxtaposed {110} slip planes 
intersecting along <111> type directions between dislocations of <1-10> type Burgers vectors [21]. 
 
       Figure 5. Dislocation network in MgO surrounding an aligned diamond pyramid indentation [19]. 
 

 
 
        It should be noted that the same dislocation pattern shown in Fig. 5 would apply as well for the 
indentation shown in Fig. 2 of a LiF crystal indentation viewed in transmitted polarized light.   As 
previously mentioned, the dislocation pattern produced in LiF of a slightly convex shape may be 
compared with the concave appearance of the residual indentation shown in Fig. 5.  Both shapes have 
been produced for analogous indentation alignments in MgO [19].  And very importantly relative to 
Fig. 5, the edge dislocation dipole structures shown along <110> type directions may now be seen to 
match the contrast pattern in Fig. 2 whereas the shear character of the screw dislocation arrays 
extending along <100> type directions produces  negligible contrast.   The inner compressive (dark) 
and outer tensile dilatational (white) stress state produced along <1-10> in Fig. 2 agree with a 
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pioneering description by Mendelson of the birefringent character of individual slip band structures 
[22].    
 
       The residual strain patterns at such indentations in MgO crystals also provided ready specimens 
for investigation via x-ray diffraction imaging [19], as shown in an x-ray reflection topographic image 
of Fig. 6 [23].  The surface-projected indenter diagonal edges are aligned along <110> directions as for 
Fig. 5.  The central white square patterns of absent x-ray intensity correspond to the appreciably 
distorted “picture frame” shown schematically in Fig. 5.  An enhanced (blackened) x-ray intensity of 
diffraction contrast is attributed to reduced extinction of the diffracted beam.  In this case, there is 
essentially no diffraction contrast along the diagonal <110> directions because of the smaller range of 
strain associated with the dislocation dipole structure, rather than the cumulative strains associated 
with the screw dislocation arrays extending along the <100> directions.  The approximate vertical 
mirror plane symmetry of each diffraction image is attributed to the asymmetry of the laterally directed 
incident and diffracted x-ray beams.    
       
           Figure 6.  {220} x-ray reflection topograph obtained with Cr Kα radiation of aligned 
           diamond pyramid indentations put into an (001) MgO crystal cleavage surface [23]. 
 

 

 

5. X-ray topography of symmetrical-tilt crystal subgrain boundaries 

        The background structure in Fig. 6 of seemingly meandering black or white boundaries 
between adjacent crystal subgrains and the left-to-right downwardly inclined black cleavage 
steps (for the incident x-ray beam ‘looking in”) are also of interest in relation to understanding 
the defect structure of conventional imperfect single crystals at the larger scale of a “mosaic” 
structure, as historically hypothesized in quantitatively accounting for x-ray diffracted intensity 
measurements. The mostly vertical white boundary in Fig. 6 is caused by the small angle 
separation of the adjacent subgrain reflections as compared with the two approximately 
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horizontal black boundaries of overlapping images. Such mosaic or lineage-type symmetrical 
dislocation “tilt” boundaries that are formed especially in melt-grown crystals are intimately 
determined by the crystal growth conditions and relate to preferred atomic-scale directions of 
crystal phase transformations.  For example, zinc and related hexagonal crystals show a 
preference for solidification along directions contained in the hexagonal basal plane.  One such 
example of an [0001] direction crystal growth structure of subgrains and dislocation network 
within them is shown in Fig. 7(a,b) through the (0001) cleavage plane of a zinc crystal rod [24].   
The model description of the subgrain boundary characterizations was obtained by means of the 
changed “misorientation contrast” seen in different {10-13} topographs. And of particular note is 
the orientation of the dislocation lines climbing into [0001] directions during the slow crystal 
solidification procedure, as compared with a preference to reside in the (0001) basal plane.    

        Figure 7. (a) (10-13) x-ray topograph obtained of zinc with Co Kα radiation.                                      
.       (b) Model description of the subgrain misorientations with symmetrical tilt boundaries [24].                             

(a) 

 

(b) 
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         A similar analysis to that described for zinc was reported for the preferred [010] orientation 
of crystal subgrain boundary misorientations in the solidification of nickel single crystals [25].   
Figure 8 shows the diffraction geometry developed in a wave vector description of two subgrain 
reflections being obtained with an asymmetric crystal topography (ACT) system.     

          Figure 8. ACT x-ray source and imaged Ni crystal subgrain reflection geometry [25]. 

 

In Fig. 8, the vector separation, s, of two immediately adjacent points on either side of the crystal 
boundary was evaluated in terms of the distance to the x-ray film, d, the difference in reciprocal 
diffracting plane lattice vectors, ∆H, and different incident beam wave vectors, ∆k, as 

      s = (d/k)[∆H + ∆k – {(∆H + ∆k).n/kout
(2)}kout

(2)]                                                                   (2) 

Figure 9 is an example stereographic projection of the thus determined misorientation of a 
subgrain boundary in a solidified nickel crystal and determined [010] rotation axis for it.  

       Figure 9. Stereographic projection for [010] rotation axis of a Ni subgrain boundary [25].   
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In Fig. 9, two incident x–ray beams from nearby points on the x-ray source satisfy respectively 
the Bragg (reflection) condition for subgrains 1 and 2 in the equatorial plane for (-220) plane 
reflections.  And the same is shown for the rotated (crystal) position of a single beam producing 
both subgrain reflections along the vertical diametral great circle.  The displaced x-ray reflection 
points were then traced on orthogonal great circles to determine by intersections the axis of 
rotation for the subgrain misorientation.    

6. Point and space group aspects of twinning 

      Growth twinning and deformation twinning also exhibit interesting aspects of crystal 
symmetry that have an extensive background history and yet are currently the subject of 
intensive researches into the detailed atomic or molecular displacements that are involved in 
transition from the host crystal structure.  Figure 10 is a schematic representation of a (10-12) 
plane with [10-1-1] twinning direction deformation twin propagating inward from the surface of 
a zinc single crystal [26].   Such twins often have associated kink (or dislocation tilt) boundaries 
associated with them in order to effect accommodation with the un-twinned matrix crystal 
volume.  And often, an additional twin will propagate along the accommodation boundary of the 
first one, and so on.  

       Figure 10.  Model of a deformation twin in Zn and associated kink accommodation [26]. 

 

        Even for twinning in the relatively simple hexagonal close-packed crystal structure of zinc, 
cadmium and magnesium, there is the complication of needed atomic re-arrangements, or shuffle 
displacements, that are required to produce a mirror image twin volume relative to the matrix crystal 
lattice [27].  The effect is illustrated, for example, in description of deformation twinning of the 
molecular crystal, HMX (cyclotetramethylenetetranitramine, [CH2.N.NO2]4, as illustrated in Fig. 11 
for a type II rotational twinning model also with indicated molecular adjustments.   Quite interestingly, 
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HMX is known to deform principally by deformation twinning whereas the smaller molecular 
counterpart RDX (cyclotrimethylenetrinitramine), [CH2.N.NO2]3 lattice is known to deform principally 
by slip.  The ease of twinning was attributed to greater flexibility of the larger HMX molecule [28]. 

         Figure 11. Point group description of twinning for depicted HMX molecular cell [27]. 

 

7. Discussion 

      Each of the topics described thus far relate in one way or another to the strength properties of 
individual crystals and even more so to their aggregation in a polycrystalline (or polyphase) 
structural material. The crystal, or more often specified grain, size of a polycrystalline has been 
known, beginning from the 18th century, to influence material strength and fracturing properties, 
as recently reviewed [11].   

7.1. Crystal sizes and dislocation pile-ups  

      The symmetrical bicrystal strength measurements described with respect to Fig. 3 were 
obtained for aluminum that exhibits the weakest crystal or grain size dependence.  The strength 
is specified most often in terms of the plastic flow stress, σε, following a Hall-Petch reciprocal 
square root of grain diameter, ℓ dependence, with experimental constants, σ0ε and kε: 

      σε = σ0ε + kεℓ-1/2                                                                                                                           (3)  
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McGrath and Craig [29] had reported on the resolved shear stress dependence on variation in 
subgrain spacing of “striations” obtained in single crystals of aluminum grown at different 
solidification rates; and Fleischer [30] determined a value of kε = 1.1 MPa.mm1/2 for ℓ in 
Equation (3) taken as the crystal subgrain size.  The value of kε is essentially the same as that 
determined from the σε dependence on ℓ for polycrystalline material [12] and which value has 
been attributed to kε being taken as a microstructural stress intensity needed for cross-slip [9].  
An important stereological description of the development of subgrain boundaries within the 
deformed grain structure of aluminum polycrystals has been given recently [31].  An example of 
the hierarchical nature of several levels of substructure in metal crystals is illustrated in the x-ray 
ACT-type topograph of Fig. 12 that was obtained in relation to the analysis described for Fig. 8.   

       Figure 12. Nickel crystal lineage subgrains and internal substructure (at marker 3) [25].  

 

.   Also, the schematic description in Fig. 3 of cross-slip assistance in accommodating 
transmission of plastic strain at the bicrystal boundary relates to the physical explanation of the 
relatively low kε value measured for aluminum that exhibits a lowest value of resolved shear 
stress for cross-slip.  The cross-slip plane for the experiments of Craig and Chalmers is shown in 
the stereographic representation of Fig. 4.  Regarding measurement of the low kε value for 
aluminum, that value for the iron and steel materials on which the Hall-Petch relation was 
originally based was a much larger measurement of ~24 MPa.mm1/2 caused by carbon locking of 
dislocations at grain boundaries [32].   And a much larger values of kε = kC = ~120 MPa.mm1/2 
applies for cleavage of steel also in line with the pile-up stress concentration required to produce 
cracking at the symmetrical slip plane intersections shown schematically in Fig. 5 [19, 23].   

7.2. Polycrystal application of x-ray topographic imaging 
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      Polycrystalline x-ray diffraction topography was achieved for individual grain reflections in 
pioneering research measurements reported by Weissmann [33] --- far before synchrotron x-ray 
diffraction topography was available both for individual grain reflections and for multiple 
reflections from within a grain.  Early reviews on the several methods of reflection and 
transmission x-ray topography are given in references [34, 35].  A recent review is given by 
Moore [36], particularly relating to orders of magnitude reduction in both time and beam 
divergence capabilities that are available with synchrotron radiation.   

     Notable applications of the topographic methods have involved electronic semiconducting 
materials ranging from essentially perfect crystals to specially-oriented polysilicon materials.  In 
the latter case, use has been made of the occurrence of symmetry aspects of Σ-type boundaries 
for which the polycrystalline grain orientations are related through multiple twinning operations 
[37]. Figure 13(a,b) shows such a case for simultaneous reflections able to be obtained from a 
photovoltaic solar cell fabricated on a cast polysilicon material with such Σ-type boundaries [38]. 

Figure 13(a,b).  Simultaneous multiple images from adjacent Si grains in Σ-type orientation [38] 

(a) 

 

(b) 
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        The topographic images shown in Fig. 13(a) had been obtained from a fabricated cell with 
metallization chevrons in place and that are recognized by their absorption of the x-ray beam.  
Grain 2 is marked by its subscripted number on the several topographic reflections that may be 
seen to have top ends fitted into the dashed angular inset image shown in the lower left hand 
corner of the figure.  Grains 1 and 2 have a Σ-type orientation relationship shown in Fig. 13(b) of 
~39° rotation about the common <110> type direction shown for the specific index labels in the 
third quadrant of the stereographic projection.  The special orientation relationship between the 
grains allowed the multiple topographic reflections to be obtained.  A number of twins were 
present in grain 2 and their reflections are indexed also in Fig. 13(a,b). The reduction in 
photoresponse measurements at the grain boundaries were reasoned to be less than would be the 
case for an arbitrary misorientation between the grains.  Hardouin Duparc has recently reviewed 
the history of grain boundary studies in relation to a broader description of such orientation 
relationships in a variety of materials [39]. 

8. Summary  

A number of symmetry-related research topics have been described in relation to crystal and 
polycrystal strength measurements and in relation to imaging of crystal and polycrystal substructures 
through the use of x-ray diffraction topography.   Examples of measurements on symmetrical bicrystal 
deformations, indentation-induced dislocation patterns, crystal dislocation boundaries, twin structures, 
and Σ-type polycrystal grain orientations have been illustrated in part by means of x-ray topographic 
methods and use of stereographic projections.  Crystal dislocations are shown to be the major influence 
in determining most of the crystal properties that have been described in the present report.  The 
symmetry characteristics of such dislocation activities continue to be discovered to play major roles in 
current materials-based researches.  Additional diverse examples of dislocation activities to be 
mentioned in the present report, relating to Fig. 7(b), are for a role of threading dislocations in silicon-
germanium alloy opto-electronic structures grown onto silicon substrates [40] and in the natural 
geophysical growth process of producing twisted ‘gwindel’ quartz crystals taken from the Alps [41].    
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